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NINTENDO 3DS SOFTWARE QUICK GUIDE – FANTASY LIFE™

Wellcome
to Fantasy Life

A Life Changing Experience!
Choose your preferred Life from 12 unique options. Your skills
and the challenges you face will vary from one Life to another.

You’re free to
change your Life as often
as you like! Be sure to
try them all!

Challenges & Requests
As you go about your Life in Reveria, your Life master will occasionally set Challenges
for you. Complete them and you’ll earn yourself some Stars. Various characters will
make requests of you, which you can complete to receive useful items, and maybe even
some Dosh on the side! Flutter will also have her own requests for you to complete,
allowing you to progress in the story and gain Bliss.
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A number of Life masters can be found in the Royal Castele Workshop.

Blacksmith

The various Life masters can be found in and around Castele.

Learn to smith mighty
weapons and sturdy
armour as a Blacksmith.

Cook
Take on the Life of a Cook and
learn to make various culinary
delights.

Tailor

Carpenter

Master the world of fashion as
a Tailor. Make stylish clothes
and light armour as you stitch
and sew your way to the top!

Become a Carpenter and learn
to craft fine furniture, decor and
certain weapons.

Castele Square

Magician
East Castele

Mercenary
Become a Mercenary and wield
a greatsword to vanquish your
foes.
Castele
Shopping
District

As a Magician, use your
staff to wield powerful
magical elements!

Hunter

Castele
Artisans’
District

Become a Hunter and
stalk your prey with your
trusty bow and arrow.

Angler
Pick up a rod and learn the art
of fishing as an Angler.
West Castele

Paladin
Become a Paladin and use
your longsword and shield to
fend off monsters.

There’s a great variety
of fine establishments in
Castele. Take a stroll
around town and discover
them all!

Guild Office
Here, you can change your Life,
manage various wireless settings
and more!

Alchemist
Enter the mysterious world
of alchemy and create various items and accessories
by combining many weird
and wonderful ingredients.

Woodcutter
Your Room
This is your home. Decorate
it and make it your own!

Learn to fell towering trees
and gather valuable timber
as a Woodcutter.

Miner
If you dig rocks, become a
Miner and excavate various
ores and precious stones
from the earth.
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The red text indicates actions you can perform in the field.
You’ll learn many more actions as you progress in the game.

3D Depth Slider
Display main menu
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drawn

When weapon
is put away

Move

Cancel
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(Hold while moving) Dash

(Hold a direction for a short while)
Gesture

(Hold before moving) Sneak
Put away weapon

Recentre camera

Touch
Select

Take Snapshot

Using the Pouch
Tap items in the Pouch to use them right
away. To add or remove items from the
Pouch, touch the Pouch icon, then touch
ASSIGN.

About Snapshots
Capture Snapshots of your adventures in-game. Snapshots will be saved to the SD Card. You’ll
need to talk to the Link Clerk at the back of the Castele Guild Office before you can use this feature.
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Using Link Mode (Internet

)

Use the Link Mode icon on the main screen to activate Link Mode. Link Mode allows
you to keep up to date with what your friends are doing, even though you’re playing
alone. You can also use Link Mode to send private messages to individual friends.
You cannot use Link Mode during multiplayer, nor can you connect with players who
have Link Mode deactivated.

Play and interact via Link Mode to gain Bliss

When you level up,
a notification is sent
to your friends.

A friend who sees the
notification can Applaud you
to send their congratulations.

Exchanging Avatar Data (StreetPass

Both you and your friend
gain some extra Bliss!

)

Activate StreetPass™ for this software on your system and you’ll be able to exchange avatar data with
other players nearby who also have StreetPass activated for this software. Once you’ve encountered
another player, their avatar will appear somewhere in Castele, so keep an eye out for any new residents.
Talk to the StreetPass Clerk in the Castele Guild Office to activate StreetPass for this software.
To communicate using this feature, all players must activate StreetPass for this software on their
Nintendo 3DS™ systems.
Note: You can restrict online interaction and / or StreetPass functionality via Parental Controls.
For more information, refer to the Operations Manual for your system.

Multiplayer (Local Play

/ Internet

)

Play together with up to two other players who own a copy of the software and a Nintendo 3DS system.
Dive into their world or share yours with them, trade items and embark on epic adventures together.
Do all this through Local Play, or connect with friends all over the world via the internet.
Multiplayer options will become available once you have progressed far enough in the game.

Accessing Multiplayer
Talk to the Multiplayer Clerk in the Castele Guild Office and select
either LOCAL WIRELESS or INTERNET. Select VISIT to join another
player’s game, or select INVITE to host other players in your world.
When playing using the Internet option, you can only play together
with players registered on your friend list.

Have a Chat
When playing with other players via the
internet, you’ll be able to keep on top of
what’s going on using the Chat feature.
Touch the Chat icon on the Touch Screen
and use the characters that appear to
send messages to your fellow adventurers.

Short Messages
You may find it convenient to register phrases you use often to your
list of short messages. You can register your messages by selecting
OPTIONS on the main menu, then EDIT SHORT MESSAGES. Once
you’ve registered a message, it will appear on the main screen,
where you can simply touch it to send it via the Chat feature.

Live Life to the Fullest!
Earn Stars and rise up through the ranks, learning
new techniques or recipes as you go. Gaining experience points (EXP) will allow you to level up. As your
level increases, so will your maximum number of hit
points (HP), and you’ll also be able to improve other
stats.

Personalise your avatar!

The Three Key Elements of Life in Reveria
Stars

Bliss

Earn Stars to raise your
Life rank and learn new
techniques or recipes.

Earn Bliss to unlock a range
of bonuses, making life in
Reveria even more fun!

Dosh
This is the cur rency of
Reveria, used to pay for
items and various services.

Electronic Manual
Select the icon for this software on the HOME Menu
and touch MANUAL to view the electronic manual.
Please read this manual thoroughly to ensure maximum
enjoyment of your new software.

This software title includes an electronic manual to reduce the amount of paper used in its packaging.
For support, please consult the electronic manual, the Operations Manual for your system or the
Nintendo website. The electronic manual is available in PDF format on the Nintendo website.
IMPORTANT: Please read the separate Important Information Leaflet.
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